Synthesis and Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Property of Pentagonal Dodecahedral Au Nanocrystals
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The controlled synthesis of polyhedral Au nanocrystals (NCs) has attracted tremendous research interest in the past decades due to their promising applications in a variety of fields, such as plasmonics, sensors, electronics, catalysis, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).1-11 Since the inherent plasmonic, electrical, and catalytic properties of Au NCs can be finely tuned by control over their shapes, numerous synthesis methods have been developed for the production polyhedral Au NCs with tailored morphologies, such as Platonic solids (tetrahedron,1 cube,2 octahedron,3 and icosahedron4), cuboctahedron,5 decahedron,6 rod,7 and plate.8 To minimize the surface energy during the NC growth, these Au NCs are mostly enclosed by stable low-index {111} and/or {100} facets. Recently, the synthesis of Au NCs with exposed high-energy facets, i.e., low-index {110} and high-index {hkl} (at least one index greater than 1), has been reported.9-11 NCs bound by high-energy facets have shown enhanced performance compared to conventional {111} and/or {100}-faceted NCs due to the presence of high-density undercoordinated atoms on their surfaces as well as to their unique morphological characteristics. For instance, we reported that rhombic dodecahedral (RD)9 and hexoctahedral Au NCs11 exclusively bound by {110} and {321} facets, respectively, exhibited pronounced SERS activities. Nevertheless, it is still a great challenge to synthesize shape-controlled NCs that are enclosed by high-index facets due to their high surface energy.

Here we report for the first time on the synthesis of pentagonal dodecahedral (PD) Au NCs bound by high-index {hk0} facets. The PD Au NCs could be readily prepared by the reduction of Au precursors with N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) in the presence of poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP). The pentagonal dodecahedron is a convex polyhedron with 12 pentagonal faces, where 3 faces meet at each corner. The surface facets of PD structures have been determined to be high-index {hk0}: the simplest one is {210} and other types are {320}, {410}, and {120}.12 The pentagonal dodecahedron has been known as a very unusual structure and crystalline materials with this structure have been rarely reported. Only the crystal of pyrite and some quasi crystals have this structure.13 To the best of our knowledge, the synthesis of metal NCs with PD structure has never been reported. Furthermore, the prepared PD Au NCs could be successfully applied in the field of SERS. Highly enhanced SERS signals could be obtained from various analytes with the PD Au NCs, which can be attributed to their high-surface energy facets.

Figure 1(a) and (b) show representative low- and high-magnification field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the as-prepared samples, demonstrating the formation of Au NCs with a well-defined structure. The sizes of Au NCs were in the range of 150-200 nm. The SEM image of NCs, shown in Figure 1(b), is closely matched by the 3D models of dodecahedra with different orientations (Figure 1(c)), indicating the successful generation of PD Au NCs enclosed by 12 pentagons under our experimental conditions. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the PD Au NCs showed distinct diffraction peaks from the face centered cubic (fcc) structure of Au, revealing their crystalline nature (Figure 1(d)).

Figure 2(a) shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a PD Au NC recorded along the [110] direction. The corresponding convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) pattern is also shown in Figure 2(b), which
confirms the orientation of the NC. The decagonal structure of the NC in the TEM image matched well the 2D projection of a corresponding geometric model of dodecahedron with the identical orientation (inset of Figure 2(a)). We cannot obtain the clear high-resolution surface image of the PD Au NCs due to their large thickness. Thereby, the surface facet of the PD Au NCs cannot be exactly identified at the present. However, we can assume that the PD Au NCs are enclosed by high-index \{210\} facets by consulting the PD structures reported in the literature.12

In a previous work, we report that the RD Au NCs enclosed by 12 \{110\} facets can be synthesized in high-yield by using DMF as both a reductant and a solvent without any seeds, surfactants, or foreign metal ions.3 The kinetically-controlled growth of NCs at relatively low-temperature and the stabilization of unstable \{110\} facets by DMF or one of its oxidation products should contribute to the formation of the RD Au NCs. In the present work, the production of the PD Au NCs was achieved by the reduction of Au precursors with DMF in the presence of PVP under otherwise similar synthesis conditions with that used in the preparation of the RD Au NCs. This indicates that PVP plays a crucial role in the formation of the PD Au NCs. The crystal growth rates along different directions are proportional to their surface energies. For Au with fcc structure, the surface energy ($\gamma$) of different crystallographic planes follows the order $\gamma_{\{100\}} > \gamma_{\{110\}} > \gamma_{\{111\}}$.14 However, the precise values of the respective surface energies can be drastically influenced by the adsorption of chemical species, such as ions and surfactants. For instance, it has been known that PVP can stabilize the low-surface energy facets of fcc metal NCs through the adsorption of its polymer units on the growing NCs, thus can have control over the final NC morphology.15 On the basis of this fact, we can propose that the generation of the PD Au NCs bound by high-index \{210\} facets under our experimental conditions can be facilitated via the stabilization of both \{110\} and \{100\} facets, respectively, by DMF and PVP during the NC growth.

Further control experiments confirmed this proposition. In the standard synthesis of the PD Au NCs, the molar ratio between the Au precursor and the monomer of PVP (vinyl pyrrolidone) was set to 1:45, because it has been proved an optimal value for the production of well-defined PD Au NCs. Lower or higher concentration of PVP than that used in the standard condition led to the formation of various-shaped NCs with low-index facets (data not shown). On the other hand, shorter or longer chain length of PVP than that employed in the standard synthesis ($M_w = 630,000$) did not yield the PD Au NCs (data not shown). These findings unequivocally reveal that fine control over the relative growth rate between \{110\} and \{100\} facets of growing NCs by employing an appropriate amount of PVP with a suitable chain length are indispensable for the successful formation of the PD Au NCs.

We expect that the exposed high-index surfaces of the prepared NCs can benefit various applications, especially in the field of SERS, because such high-energy surfaces have higher SERS activity than low-energy ones. To investigate the SERS efficiency of the PD Au NCs, we measured SERS spectra of 4-aminobenzenthoil (4-ABT) and benzenethiol (BT) adsorbed on the PD Au NCs. As shown in Figure 3, the PD Au NCs gave efficient SERS signals from the analyte molecules. Through the comparison with normal Raman spectra of analytes, Raman scattering enhancement factors (EF) of the PD Au NCs were calculated to be $1.76 \times 10^5$ and $4.50 \times 10^5$ for 4-ABT and BT, respectively, which are higher than those for conventional low-index-faceted spherical Au nanoparticles16 despite their large particle sizes.

In summary, we have presented for the first time the synthesis method for the generation of PD Au NCs bound by 12 high-index facets. Precise tuning of the NC growth habit by adjusting the chain length as well as the relative amount of PVP is the key to the formation of this unprecedented structure. The prepared NCs exhibited efficient SERS properties due to their exposed high-energy facets. Since the synthesized NCs have unique structural and optical properties, they can be used as functional materials in a number of optical and catalytic applications.

**Experimental**

In a typical synthesis of PD Au NCs, an aqueous solution (10 mM, 1 mL) of HAuCl$_4$·3H$_2$O (99.9+, Aldrich) was added to 25 mL of DMF. This solution was heated at 90 °C for about 2 h in a conventional forced-convexion drying oven. Then, an aqueous solution (50 mg/mL, 1 mL) of PVP ($M_w = 630,000$, Fluka) was quickly injected into the reaction solution and further heated for 6 h. The prepared NCs were

![Figure 2](image_url) **Figure 2.** (a) TEM image and (b) corresponding CBED pattern of a PD Au NC recorded along the [110] direction. Model of ideal dodecahedron with the identical orientation is shown in the inset of (a).

![Figure 3](image_url) **Figure 3.** SERS spectra of (a) 4-ABT and (b) BT obtained with the PD Au NCs (upper trace). Normal Raman spectra of 4-ABT and BT are shown in the lower traces.
separated by centrifugation, and then washed thoroughly with water and ethanol. FESEM images of the sample were taken with a field-emission scanning electron microscope (Phillips Model XL30 S FEG). TEM images were obtained with a Tecnai G2 F30 transmission electron microscope operating at 300 kV after placing a drop of NC solution on a carbon-coated Cu grid (200 mesh). XRD patterns were obtained with a Bruker AXS D8 DISCOVER diffractometer using Cu Kα (0.1542 nm) radiation. Raman spectra were obtained using a Jobin Yvon/HORIBA LabRAM spectrometer equipped with an integral microscope (Olympus BX 41). The 632.8 nm line of an air-cooled He/Ne laser was used as an excitation source. Raman scattering was detected with 180° geometry using an air-cooled 1024 × 256 pixel charged coupled device (CCD) detector. The Raman band of a silicon wafer at 520 cm⁻¹ was used to calibrate the spectrometer. SERS sample was prepared by dropping 30 μL of a 0.1 mM ethanol solution of 4-ABT or BT onto the drop-casting film of NCs on a Si substrate. After 1 h, it was washed with ethanol and dried under ambient condition.
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